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ABSTRACT 
Air quality and comfort complaints within large buildings are 

often attributed ro air distribution problems. We define three 
parameters for air exchange effectiveness related to air distribu
tion. The first two indicate the indoor airflow pattern (i.e., the 
extent of shore-circuiting, mixing, or displacement flow) for an 
entire building or region. The third parameter is most useful/or 
assessments of che spatial variability of ventilation. ~also define 
the air diffusion effectiveness, which indicates the airflow pauern 
within specific rooms or sections of buildings. The results of mea
surements of these parameters in U.S. office buildings by the 
authors and other researchers are reviewed. Almost all measure
ments indicate very limited short-circuiting or displacement flow 
between locations of air supply and removal. However, a moderate 
degree of short-circuiting is evident from a few measurements in 
rooms with heated supply air. The results of laboratory-based 
measurements by the authors are consistent with the field data. 
Our measurements in office buildings do indicate that ventilation 
rates can vary substantially between indoor locations, probably 
due ro variation in air supply rares between locations rather than 
variation in rhe indoor airflow patterns. One possible method of 
improving air distribution is ro employ cask ventilation wich air 
supplied closer ro rhe occupant's breathing ::one. We have evalu
ated cwo task ventilation systems in a laboratory seuing. During 
most operating conditions, these systems did noc provide a region 
of substantially increased vencilarion where occupants breathe. 
However, both systems are capable of providing substantially 
enhanced ventilation ac the breathing ::one under some operating 
conditions. Therefore, task ventilation is a potential option for 
using ventilation air more effectively. 

l-"TRODL'CTION 
There seems to be a fairly widespread belief among the 

. .\SHRAE membership that substantial short-circuiting of air 
between ceiling-level supply diffusers and ceiling-level return 
g:ril\es is common, resulting in poor ventilation at the locations 
~f occupants. Air exchange effectiveness (AEE), more commonly 
called "ventilation efficiencY.' is an indicator of the nature of the 
indoor airflow pattern between locations of air supply and 
removal within buildings or rooms. The indoor airflow pattern 
ranges between two hypothetical extreme cases. At one end of rhe 
~cale. all supply air immediately shore-circuits to the return or 
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exhaust grilles. At the other end, a periecr displacement (pisron
like) pattern of air t1ow occurs between the locations of air sup
ply and remo\'al. In between is the case of perfect instantaneous 
mixing of all indoor air. Several sources of air motion in real 
spaces, including natural convection plumes from internal hear 
sources. natural convection at warm or cool walls, the use of fans, 
and the motion of people. tend co mix the indoor air and pre\'ent 
complete shore-circuiting or perfect displacement flow. One of the 
objectives of this paper is co present and discuss data on indoor 
airflow patterns in office buildings. 

The indoor airflow pattern has implications for indoor air 
quality (IAQ) and building energy use. A short-circuiting tlow 
between ceiling-level supply diffusers and return grilles is gener
ally inefficient in removing pollutants and heat generated in rhe 
occupied lower regions of rooms; hence, with short-circuiting, 
more outside air is required to maintain acceptable lAQ and more 
total supply air may be required to remove heat. However, when 
pollutant and heat sources are located in the path of the short
circuiting flow. this flow pattern may be efficient because the 
pollutants and heat also short-circuit to the exhaust. In contra:;t 
to short-circuiting, a displacement flow pattern in the tloor-ro
ceiling direction is generally more efficient in removing heat and 
pollutants generated in the occupied space than the "perfect mix
ing" pattern because the exiting air has a pollutant concentration 
above rhe building average and, in some cases, an above-average 
temperature. 

The local . .\EE, as defined in the next section, has a differ
ent significance. This parameter is most useful for comparing the 
rate of ventilation (or age of air. as defined lacer) measured at 
different indi\'idual locations. In a large multi-room building, the 
local AEE is intluenced bv both the amount of air supplied locally 
(e.g., to the room in question) and by the indoor airflow pattern. 
Therefore, individual values of local AEE are nor useful indica
tors of the extent of short-circuiting (an occasional point of con
fusion). The second objec:i\'e of chis paper is to discuss the spacial 
variability of \·entilarion as indicated by the local AEE and other 
parameters. 

AEE parameters are useful for characterizing the ,·entilation 
performance of task ventilation systems. These systems. descnbd 
in greater derail subsequemly, permit individuals lO adjust the r:ue 
and direction of a local air supply that serYes their work ~pace 
(primarily so occupants ~an rine-cune their thermal -:omforn. 
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Ideally. these systems will provide a region ot increased ventila
tion where che occupant normally breaches. The chi rd and final 
major objective of this paper is to discuss the extent to which two 
cask vencilation systems provide this enhanced ventilation. 

DEFl\ITIONS 

\\'e use the age or' air. usually denoted by the symbol;, as che 
basis tor de lining . .\EE parameters. The age of a sample of air is 
the average amounc oi cime that has elapsed since molecules in this 
sample encered the building. One can consider the local age of air 
:it a speciiic location within the occupied space, the age in vari
ous airsueams (such as the exhaust), and the spacial mean age of 
all air within a building. We use the symbol reL represent a local 
age of air measured :u the typical breaching level of a seated per-
5on. Age of air is measured using tracer gas ~ech niques described 
by numerous authors (Sandberg and Sjoberg 1983: Fisk ec al. 1985, 
1988, 1989: Persily 1985). for brevity, we do not repeat the descrip
cions of measurement techniques in this paper. 

The nominal time constant. denoted ;~, is used in the deii
nicions of AEE parameters and equals the indoor volume divided 
by the tlow race of outside air supply. rN is che reciprocal of the 
air exchange rate and is usually expressed in units of hours. r 
equals the local age of air exhausted to outside (Sandberg and 
Sjoberg 1983) and is determined from measurementS in the main 
return or exhaust duct(s). 

The spacial average age of air wichin the entire building, 
usually referred to as the mean age of air, is denoted by the sym
bol <r> and is also determined from measuremencsoftracer gas 
concemrations in the exhaust airstreams. We also use the average 
of the measured local ages of air at breathing level, denoted 
<reL> co calculate an AEE. 

We define three AEE parameters via the following equations: 

AEEGLOBAL = AEEo = r:-/<r> (1) 

AEEeREATHING LEVEL = AEEeL = rN/<reL> (2) 

AEELOc.-i..L = AEEL = rNl•eL (3) 

AEEc is representative of the entire building because both the 
numerator and denominator of this parameter are indicative of 
che entire building. The parameter AEEeL is more relevant to 
human health because it is based on the average measured age of 
air at breathing !eve! <•eL> rather than the spatial average 
indoor age< r>. Howe,·er, multipoint measurements are required 
to obtain a represencaci,·e average value of reL · The local AEE is 
based on a comparison of che nominal time constant (a who!e
building parameter) to the age at a single indoor location, and, as 
noted previously, the range of AEEL is useful for assessing the 
spatial variability of vencilation. 

The reference for al! three A£E pa.rameters (i.e.. the case with 
AEE equal to unity) is perfectly mixed indoor air. The maximum 
possible value of AEEc is 2.0 for a perfect disp!acemenc flow. 
There are no theoretical upper limics for the other two parameters. 
Values less than or greater than unicy for AEEG and AEEeL indi
cate short-circuiting and displacement flow patterns. respectively. 
Larger deviations from unity indicate more pronounced short
ci rcuiting or displacement tlow. 

We define another related parameter, the air diffusion effec
civeness (ADE), which is a better indicacor of che airflow pattern 
in a specific indoor region (e.g., a room). 

(4) 

where rRG is che age at a return grille located near the r 8L mea
surement location. If low-age supply air shon-circuics co the return 
grille, ;RG should be signit'icancly less than r 8 1.; hence. the ADE 
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will be less than unity. The convers.: is true with a displacemem 
tlow pattern. The advancages of .-\OE as an indicator of 101.:al 
shorr-..:ircuicing or displacement llO\\ arc as follows: ( l) boch the 
numeracor and denominator of the .-\OE are representative of che 
same general region (e.g .. room) and (2) the residence cime ot' air 
in return-air ceiling plenums and the leakage of supply air into 
return plenums will have a small effect on ADE but may substan
tially affect the ocher three parametm (thus. ADE is more indica
tive of the tlow pattern in the room\. The ADE will equal unity 
if the room is perfectly mixed. One could com puce an . .\DE 
parameter based on an average of several measurements of both 
reL and rRG in the same region; however, in this paper we use a 
single measured value of each parameter. 

CONVENTIONAL AND TASK VE'.'ITILATION 

Supply of air through ceiling-mounced diffusers or high wall 
supply grilles and removal of air through ceiling-level or high wall 
return grilles is convencional practice in U.S. office buildings .. .\ir 
is supplied in high-velocity jets chac entrain room air, promoting 
mixing. Complete mixing of the indoor air is the usual design goal. 
Indoor temperature concrol is achieved by regulating the supply 
temperature, supply tlow rate, or both of chese paramecers. The 
regulation of supply temperature or flow is controlled by a ther
mostat. Generally, there are many more occupancs than thermo
stats, and occupants are not able to adjust the thermostat setting. 

In contrast to conventional ventilation, we define task ven
tilation (TV) as a method of ventilation chat permits the occupants 
to adjust some local air supply parameter, such as supply tlow rare, 
temperature, or direction. The potential for improved thermal 
comfort, because occupants can (to some e.xtent) adjust their local 
thermal environment, is a major impetus for the use of TV. 
Improved indoor air quality is another potential benefit because 
the supply air can be delivered more directly to the region around 
the occupant. TV systems may also, in some situations, result in 
a displacement (pistonlike) airflow pattern in the tloor-to-ceiling 
direction because slightly cool air, more dense than room air, is 
supplied at tloor or desk level and air is typically removed from 
the room at or near the ceiling. Displacement flow can result in 
lower pollutant concentrations at the breathing !eve! and higher 
concentrations in the ceiling-level exhaust air (see, for example, 
Holmberg et al. 1990). 

We consider two task ventilation systems chat are being 
introduced in the U.S. We call the first system the "floor supply 
system:· Air supply modules are installed in an raised panel floor. 
Each module concains a fan that draws air from the subtloor 
supply-air plenum and discharges this air into the room through 
slots (inclined ~O 0 from vertical) in four plastic grilles each 0.13 
min diameter. Using a recessed thumb wheel, the fan speed and, 
thus, airflow race can be adjusted between approximately 40 Us 
and 90 Lis, resulting in maximum air supply velocities of 2 to 6 
mis (or the fan may be turned off). The direction of the air sup
ply can be changed by rotating any or all of the four grilles. 
Occupants cannot control the supply air temperature, which, co 
reduce the potential for cold drafts, is typically about 18 °C or 5 °F 
higher than the supply temperature of many conventional U.S. 
vencilacion systems. Air is typically withdrawn from che occupied 
spaces through ceiling-level return grilles. 

We refer to the second task ventilation system :is the ''desk
supply system:· Air from either a subtloor supply plenum or from 
supply ducts is drawn into one opening of a fanicontrol unit that 
fits under a desk. Air is also drawn directly into another opening 
of the fan/control unit from che room. A mixture of the air from 
both sources is supplied to the room through a pair of nozzles with 
movable vanes located at the desktop. The nozzles may be rotated 
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~bl) c in J horizon ta.! plane. a.nd the' an es ma.y be a.ngled = 30 ° in 
J ,·enical p!Jne. The cemperJrnre vf Jir rnpplied chrough che 
nozzles is a function of che racio or" recirculated room air versus 
supply air in che air exiting che nozzles~ which. in turn. is deter
mined by the position of two dampers in che fan/concrol unit. 
Damper positions are comrolkd by the air temperature sening on 
J deskrop comrol panel. The control panel also gil'es che 0ccupam 
the abilicy to set the air supply race l ,·ia adjustment of fan speeds) 
and to control operation oi a radiant heating panel. a task light, 
and a white noise generator. The ..:omrol panel also contains an 
occupant sensor that will turn off power to the fans, heater, light. 
and noise generator if no occupant is detected for 10 minutes. 
\\"hen an occupant is detected. che system resumes operation at 
the previously set condi tions. The maximum 11ow rate oi supply 
air with fans operating is approximately 70 L/ s. With no power 
to che propeller fans and 25 Pa positive scatic pressure provided 
by the main ai r handler. approximacely 10 Us will flow chrough 
eJch n.ozzl.e. 

:\-tEASURD-tENT RESULTS 

Field Measurements with Convencional Ventilation 

The authors have measured the three AEE parameters and 
the ADE in several office buildings located in the San Francisco 
area. All of the buildings used conventional methods of air sup
ply and return. Supply air temperatures were lower than indoor 
temperatures. In most buildings, we completed measurements 
with both minimum and maximum percen~ outside air supply {i.e., 
maximum and minimum recirculation of air by the air handler). 
The measurement method involves labeling each stream of out
side air with a unique tracer gas via constant tracer gas injection 
and monitoring tracer gas concentrations in major airstreams and 
also at multiple locations within the occupied spaces (see Fisk et 
al. 1988, 1989, 1991 for details on measurement and data analy
sis procedures). Table l provides the key results (some have been 
published previously). 

First consider the AEE0 . The majority of measured values 
are within the range 1.0 to 1.2 and three of the four values outside 
or" this range are equal to 1.3. Based on an evaluation of measure
ment precision in a laboratory setting (Fisk et al. 1991) and our 
es ti mace of the magnitude of additional errors in field settings. the 
95lr-o confidence limits for measurements of AEE0 are at least 
=200'Jo. Within this co niidence Umit, most of the AEE0 values 
are indistinguishable from the value obtained wich complete mix
ing. However, because we use different tracer gases to simultane
ously label the outside air entering buildings through each air 
handler, \Ve know that the indoor air throughout these large build
ings is often not perfectly mixed (Fisk et al. 1988, 1989). Thus. our 
measurement of an AEE0 value close to 1.0 does not indicate 
perfect mixing throughout a building but does indicate minimal 
short-circuiting or displacement flow, on average, for the entire 
building. (In theory, displacement flow in some locations could 
counteract short-circuiting elsewhere, resulting in a value of 1.0 
for AEE0 .) 

With three exceptions, the values of AEEsL in Table I are 
also indistinguishable (i.e .. within 0.2) from 1.0. We suspect that 
values of 1.4 and 1.3 for both the fifth and sixth floors of Build
ing '.'lo. l are due co a primarily one-way flow between che office 
regions (where air was supplied) and the bathroom/janitorial 
regio ns chat contained the only exhaust grilles (see Fisk et aL (1988] 
for details). The elevated value of 1.4 in one cesc of Building No. 
5 may have resulted from the very large spacial variation in age of 
air during chis test. leading co an inaccurate decermination of the 
!rue average age at breaching leve l. 

:--kxc -:onsider the ADE. Based on multipoint mc:asuremem~ 
in J well-mi.xed room. we have calm laced 95ir.o ..:on fiden..:e limit5 
for an ..\DE measurement of 12 1170 to 20% (confidence !imics 
varied with test conditions: we assume 20U7o for che subsequent 
discussion). Forty-cwo measured values of . .\DE are provided in 
Table I. None is below O.S. i.e .• none is signifil:antly below unity 
with 95iro confidem:e. Only six measared \"alues ex.:eed 1.2. Thus. 
che . ..\DE data also indicate chat there is minimal short--:ircuicing 
or displacement tlow at the majoricy of measurement locations 
within these buildings. The average of the .+2 measured \alut!s is 
I.I, which is significantly greater chan unity. (The 95iro confidence 
limit for the average of 42 measuremencs is :::0.03.) Thus, chese 
measurements indicate a very slight tendency coward displacemt!nt 
flow. 

The local air exchange effectiveness values frequently dt!vi
ate substantially from unity. Because of che evidence of minimal 
short-circuiting or displacement flow, the large deviations from 
unity must result from variable air supply rares throughouc che 
buildings. The relative standard deviations (RSD) in the age of air 
at breathing level within these buildings must also reflect these ,·ar
iacions in air supply races. The RSD is typically 0.1to0.2 incests 
with minimum percent outside air (maximum recirculation) but 
is as high as 0.5 in tests with maximum percent outside air. 

The final column of Table I provides the outside air supply 
rate per occupant during these tests. In Building No. 1, the 10 Lis 
per occupant supply races are equal to the minimum rates speci
fied for offices in ASHRAE Standard62-1989(ASHRAE 1989). 
In ocher tests with minimum percent outside air. the outside air 
supply ranged from 16 co .+5 Lis per occupant-substantially 
above the minimum value specified in chis standard. Thus. if a 
moderate degree of short-circuiting did occur in these buildings, 
the "effective" outside air supply rate (e.g., product of actual out
side air supply rate and AEE) would generally still exceed the value 
prescribed in the ASHRAE standard. However, rooms with a very 
low local air e."<change effectiveness could be underventilated rela
tive to the rate prescribed in the ASHRAE standard. 

There are only a few additional measurements in U.S. office 
buildings. Our general findings oflimited short-circuiting or dis
placement tlow are consistent with results of tests in a three-story 
office building by Persily (1986). In three tests, che global air 
exchange effectiveness ranged from 1.04 to 1.12 and the averages 
of several measurements of local air e.xchange effectiveness dur
ing each test (the average is similar to AEE 8d ranged from 0.73 
[0 1.02. 

Persily and Dols (1990) also completed nine tescs in a large 
office/library building, and the averages of seven co eight mea
surements of local air exchange effectiveness during each rest 
ranged from 0.92 to 1.05. 

Offermann (1988) completed two tests within an isolated 
room in an office building with conventional ceiling diffusers and 
a ceiling-level return grille. The room was heated with the supply 
air during these tescs. The breathing-level air exchange effective
ness was 0.66 and 0.73, respectively; thus, these two tests do indi
cate significant short-circuiting. Possibly the elevated supply air 
temperatures were a reason for the short-circuiting. 

Rask and Sun (1989) describe results from three spaces; 
however, they use a different definition of air exchange effective
ness chat precludes comparison of their results co ours. Their der'i
nicion results in an air exchange effectiveness less than unity e\·en 
in a room with perfectly mixed air if the room volume exceeds <he 
volume of the occupied zone as defined by . .\SH RAE. (ASHR .--1 £ 
Standard 62-1989 defines che occupied zone as the region berween 
0.075 and 1.8 m (3 and i2 in.] above the tloor and greater chan 0.6 
m [2 ft] from walls.) The largest volume or' published data I that 



\1e idemified) from field measurements ourside the L;.S. is based 
0n rneasurernems in .:3 uffkes within Finland tSegpanen l':l86). 
The !!lobal air exchange effectiveness always e:'\~eeded O.S- and was 
rvpi:ally near l.O except in office buildings wich air supplied to the 
ha!lwav and exhausted from che o ffke :irea. \\'ich this venrila1ion 
.:onfi!?~racion. which is unusual in che U.S., the global air ex..:hange 
effe..:(ivenes) ranged from O.i2 to 1.0. 

Laboratory :\le:isurements with Conventional Venrilation 

The authors have also measured air exchange et'fecch·eness 
(see Bauman et al. 199l:i.) in a laboratory ..:ailed the Controlled 
Environment Chamber tCEC), whi..:h is 5.5 m by 5.5 m by 2.5 m 
hi1Zh. Althou2h a flexible research laboratory. the CEC .:losely 
resembles a ~odern office space. For che rem described in chis 
paper. che CEC was subdivi~ed imo t~ree wor~stati?ns s:par.:i.ced 
by partitions. Each workscauon comamed cyp1cal otfice turn1_cure 
[desks, side cables, chairs. bookcases). The chamber also concarned 
sources of heat and air morion typical of real offices. including 
overhead lights, cask lights, and personal computers wich a small 
..:ooling fans plus monitors. A seated mannequin chat released he:ic 
in a manner similar co a real person was located in one or two of 
the workstations. Airflow in the cavities of the exterior walls and 
between window panes maintained wall and window temperatures 
close to che indoor temperature during tests with the CEC cooled. 
Consequentlv, these exterior waUs and windows were noc a source 
o i strong nac~raJ convection but affected indoor air mo~ent like 
imerior walls. During tests with the CEC heated. the e.xtenor walls 
and windows were cooled (to create a heat sinkl; ch us, during heat
in2 tests these surfaces were a stronger source of natural convec-
1ion airtlow. Air was supplied through a single perforated diffuser 
mounted in the ceiling either centrally or near the cencer of one 
wall. Air exited through a ceiling-level return grille. 

Table~ provides che primary results of A.EE measurements 
in che CEC. Only two of ten values of AEEaL are significantly 
different from. unity with 950/o confidence. In all seven tests with 
the CEC cooled, the AEEaL is greater than unity, but only one 
deviation from unity is significant. In all three cescs with the CEC 
heated, AEEaL is less than uniw, but again, the difference is sig
ni ficanc in onlv one case. The results of these laboratory measure
ments are ven: consistent with the pre\'iously discussed results of 
measuremen{s in actual buildings. In general, the afr exchange 
effectiveness is close to unity. The data indicate a very slight ten
dency toward displacement flow when the CEC is cooled and a 
slioht cendencv toward short-ci rcuiting when the CEC is heated. 
Ar
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least during these tests. the partitions do not interrupt the air
flow (a commonly expressed concern) and cause significant shorr.
circuicing. In addition, the data in Table 2 on age of air vs. height 
(and the individual measurements chat are not included in the 
cable) indicate chat the ventilation within and above the partitions 
is nearlv identical: hence. the partitions do not create "dead spaces" 
with poor ventilation. Thermal comfort and air \'elocicy measure
ments by Bauman et al. (1991a) lead co the same conclusion. 

Laboratory Measurements with Task Ventilation 

The air exchange effectiveness oi the two pre\'iously described 
cask \'entilation svscems has also been measured via laboratory 
experimenrs in th~ furnished CEC. Some resulr.s were reported in 
A.rem et al. (1991). Bauman et al. (1991b), and Fisk et :ii. 11991 ). 
Twemv tescs have been .:ompleted wirh the tloor supply system 
opera~ing. Tesr ,·ariables have included the di rection cl air supply 
te. :z .. toward the occupant or coward the center of the floor sup
pl\~ module). l0cacion of :!'ie floo r supply module. raic or ai r ~up
pl;-. and supply temper:uure (cooling or heating or the CE Cl. with 

and 11ithout rccir..:ul~uion by the main :iir handler ( lQOITTo oursiJc 
air 11as supplied during rno~t cestsl. In gen_er~I. AEEBL was_ 
wirhin 0.15 of unity. tThe 950-0 .:onfidcnce limm tor this scnes ut 
tests is = 150-0.) Cunso::quently. lhe system did not usually pro1ido:: 
a region of signifi..::imly enha:-i.:ed 1o::nrilacion where o..:cupants 
bre~che. Oir;cting che air fr0m che floor supply toward the 
occupant's breaching zone resulted in sligh1ly (e.g.: 15%) lowo::r 
ages or air in the bre;ithing zone han at the return gnlle. Howe•:er. 
the results or one unique cesc :ire promising. \Ve have completed 
onlv one cest with minimum supply !low races and cwo tloor sup
ply ·modules operating simultaneously. In that tes~. A.EEllL \\:as 
approximately 1.5 . The multipoint m~asurement~ 1~d1~ace _a s1g-. 
nificanr increase in age of air with he1ghc, which 1s md1cat1Ve ot 
a displacement tlow pattern. Therefore. with a low air supply rare. 
this svstem can provide highly effecti\'e ventilation. 

\ve have completed only fi\'e cescs with the desk-supply sy·
cem operating; thus .:onclusions regarding the air excha~ge eife..:
civeness of chi.s system are only tentative. Wich the air supply 
nozzles supplied by the manuia..:turer, chesupply tlow rate ac each 
workstation was maintained below approximately _Q Lis and the 
air was directed toward the occupant's breathing zone. Under these 
conditions, the measured AEEaL ranged from 1.1 to 1.3. The 
value of t .3 is a significant buc still moderate enhancement com
pared to che case of complete mixing. To permit higher supply flow 
rates without high velocities at rhe occupant's face, we fabncated 
a set of larger air supply nozzles that reduced exit velocities by 
approximately a factor of three. In a single test wich 42 Lis su~
plied at each of two workstations, AEE 8L was 1.6. Hence, chis 
system can also provide highly effective ventilation. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCt:SSION 
The number of measurements of air exchange effectiveness 

in U.S. oifice buildings or realistic laboratory mock-ups of offices 
is limited. The large majority of available daca from convencion
a!ly ventilated spaces indicate \·ery limi red shore-circuiting and 
limited displacement flow becween the locations of air su~p~y an~ 
removal. We suspect that rhese results are due to the mixing 01 

indoor air caused by both high-velocity jets of supply air and 
natural convection. We do noc claim that short-circuiting is 
minimal in all or a very high percentage of U.S. office buildings
the available data are too sparse for such a claim. In fact, some 
data indicate a moderate degree of short·circuiting or supply air 
to return grilles when the supply air is heated. We believe that ad~i
tional measurements are required. However, based on che avail 
able information, short-circuiting is not the pervasive problem 
assumed by many engineers and indoor air quality specialists. 

The available data do indicate chat the ventilation rate within 
U.S. office buildings can vary substantially with location. Based 
on measurements by the authors. the relative standard deviation 
in the age of air at breathing le\·el was typically 0.1 to 0.2 when 
minimum outside air was supplied and as high as 0.5 wich maxi
mum percent outside air supplied. local air exchange effective
ness values reported here ranged ·rom 0.3 to 3.6 ti.e., loc~l age~ of 
air at the breaching level were 30% ro 330% of the nominal ume 
constant for the enc ire building). We suspect chat this variation is 
..:aused primarily by >pacial variations in air supply races. 

Based on a preliminary examinac ion of the per formance or 
cwo cask \'entilation systems, we .::onclude 1hat these systems do 
not produce a reg ion of substantiJ.lly (i.e .. m.:i re than 2511'~ I 
incre:i.sed ventilation -.1·here occ:.ipams bre:uhe fo r most ol th <! 
operating conditions .:onsidered. Howe\'er. under .:enain opera-. 
cine ..:onditions, boch task \'entilacion systems Jre ..:apable or 
pro-ducing an age oi air in the o.:~upant';; breathing zone that is 
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approximacdy 65 070 of th..: age of air Jt the return grille. Thus. rask 
, ·emilacion is one pocenti::il option for using ,·emilation o.ir more 
dfe1:cively that deserves iurther study .•. 
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